
Selbjørn
The North Sea Trail Walks in the cultural landscape
Austevoll
Austevoll is one of 
the largest fishing 
municipalities in 
Norway. 
Its population is 
almost 4,400, and 
its administrative 
centre is at Storebø.

It covers an area of 114.3 square kilometres 
and consists of many small and large islands.
Today, Austevoll is the largest fish-farming 
municipality in the country. 
The industry provides several hundred 
jobs in fish-farming, processing, transport, 
production of equipment and research. 

Kongsafjellet hill
From Kongsafjellet hill (approx. 185 m), you can 

see in all directions. At the summit, there are the 

remains of a row of four stone mounds along 

the ridge. From olden times, the mounds have 

been taken to be burial mounds. The largest 

mound is 24 metres in diameter and its height 

was probably about 4 metres. There are remains 

of small burial chambers.

by road.

The mounds thus also served as a means of 

navigation at sea and for getting ones bearings 

on land. The Kongsafjellet hill was strategically 

positioned in relation to several shipping lanes 

and the royal residence on Fitjar and it may, 

therefore, have been part of King Håkon the 

Good’s watch system from the Viking era.

Selbjørn
Selbjørn is the second largest island in 
Austevoll. It has a population of around 
1,000. The village of Bekkjarvik is the island’s 
commercial centre, with shopping, a café/
restaurant and accommodation.

Bekkjarvik in 1999, with a view towards Fitjar

There used to be a cairn on the 

mound. The three other mounds on 

Kongsafjellet are somewhat smaller. 

There have been cairns on two of 

them. These mounds are probably 

burial mounds from the Bronze Age, 

when burial mounds were often 

placed so that they were visible to 

both seafarers and travellers

The largest burial mound 
as it probably was when it 

was built

Bekkjarvik in 1929, with Kongsafjellet hill in the background

Walks along the ”Austvegen” trail
Austvegen is a path on the eastern side 
of Selbjørn. The walk starts in Bekkjarvik 
(1), which was originally a trading station 
and inn. Harbours of this kind have been 
important from the earliest times. The good 
fishing grounds just off the coast provided 
the basis for trading in fish. There may 
already have been a trading station and inn 
in Bekkjarvik in the Middle Ages, but the first 
trader recorded here was Otto Slingermann 
from Horn in Holland. He was granted a 
trading licence in Bergen in 1614. 
Traders required a royal letter and trading 
privileges for a particular area. They had 
certain obligations in relation to fishermen 
and the general public, and were obliged to 
provide accommodation for travellers.

Ole Halstensen bought the trading station 
and inn in 1897, since when great changes 
have occurred. After Ole’s sons, Hans and 
Andreas, took over in 1909, a shop opened, 
and a steamship quay and warehouses – for 
salting, making barrels and landing fish 
– were built.
The Halstensen family still owns Bekkjarvik, 
with the exception of the inn. The fishing 
industry is now based on ocean fishing using 
fully equipped, modern fishing boats. 
The Austvegen trail is signposted from 
Selbjørn School (2), where there is a car 
park. A path branches off to the left from 
the school road, signposted as The North Sea 
Coastal Trail.
The path runs behind the school. You soon 
arrive at the Skogsvegen track (3). Follow 
it until the signpost indicating that you 
should turn up to the right. The path takes 
you up Kongsafjellet hill (Kongsen) (4). At 
the summit of Kongsen, there are four burial 
mounds. After the third mound, the path 
branches off to the right and joins the old 
church path (5) which people from Gasdal 
and Gauksheim used to have to take to get to 
church. Bekkjarvik church was consecrated in 
1898. Before then, people from the farms in 
the southern part of Selbjørn had to row or 
sail across to Fitjar for religious services. 
The Austvegen path ends in Grasdal (6).

The farm name may derive from the fact 
that the grass was lusher there than in other 
places on Selbjørn. Originally, the area was 
used as summer pasture by the other farms 
on the island, but there has certainly been 
farming here since the early 17th century. 
From here, you can follow the country 
road to Gauksheim, and from there join the 
Vestvegen trail.

Wild sheep – caretakers of the 
landscape
This breed of sheep, one of the oldest in 
Northern Europe, has existed along the 
Norwegian coast for more than a thousand 
years. Wild sheep are outside all year. They are 
good caretakers of the landscape and keep the 
heathlands well tended. The lambing season 
is around the middle of April. In June, the 
sheep are gathered for tagging and shearing. 
Wild sheep have survived in Selbjørn to the 
present day.

Prehistoric finds 
indicate that people 

have lived in Selbjørn 
since the Stone Age. 

A flint dagger found in Grasdal.

The place name
Selbjørn, Salbjorn in Old Norse, or 
“the bear in the saddle”, is taken 
to be the name used by 
seafarers instead of the 
older lost name Hund 
- in the meaning catch 
- which was the same 
as the word for a 
dog, which 
according to 
tradition should 
never be uttered 
at sea.
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Cotter’s farm, Hotvik
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Walks along the ”Vestvegen” trail
The Vestvegen is a path on the western side 
of Selbjørn. It starts at Stolmabrua bridge (7) 
where there is parking.
The first part of the Vestvegen follows the old 
paths that people used when going to milk 
cows in summer pastures or to the peat bogs 
to cut peat for fuel. The farms each had plots 
where they cut and dried peat. 
When the peat was dry, it was transported 
across the Alfarvatnet lake to Stemme (8) and 
taken home by boat. 
Heather was also cut in the area, as extra 
animal fodder and transported in the same 
manner as the peat. It is still possible to see 
the marks in the bogs where peat was cut.
The road continues to Årlandssætervatn lake 
(9). The old stone sheepfold for gathering 
the wild sheep is still there. After Vindkjeften 
(10) you pass Årlandssæter (11), where 
farmers from Stolmen have summer pasture 
and grazing rights. Årlandssæter is part of 
Steinsvik Nature Reserve, which has a rich 
flora and fauna. There are trout in all the lakes 
and red deer, otters, capercaillies, eagles and 
eagle owls have been observed. 

After the nature reserve, you come to 
Rindane (12) from where there is a lovely 
view. On the eastern side of Rindane lies 
Raugavatnet lake (13). The reddish rock 
round the edge of the lake is evidence of a 
belt of ore that crosses the island. You pass 
the southern end of Raugavatnet lake, climb 
Furefjellet hill (14) and then descend to the 
Hotvikdalen valley (15). There is an old road 
through the Hotvikdalen valley which 
people from Hotvik used to use to get 
to Salthella.
In Horvik (16) there are two cotter’s 
farms. Hotvik has always been used for 
gathering wild sheep. The old drystone 
walls still stand as part of a fine cultural 
landscape, which the present owners 
maintain well. 
From Hotvik, the North Sea Coastal Trail 
follows the old road to Gauksheim. 
You first come down to Kvernavika (17). 
On the way up to Kvernavatnet lake, you 
pass “Ovnen” (“the furnace”) (18), a cave 
in the hillside where bog ore was smelted. 
The walls and roof are covered with traces of 
soot, and remains of smelted bog ore have 
also been found in the cave. 

The trail follows the remains 
of an old mill system (19). 
The farmers from other parts 
of Selbjørn came to have 
their corn ground here. 
The foundations of three 
mills can be seen. 
One of the mills is still intact, 
in Gauksheim. 
The Vestvegen trail runs past 
the Kvernavatnet lake (20).
The three lakes, Kvernavatnet, 
Midtvatnet and Furubotn-
vatnet, were damned and regulated to power 
the mill. 
The remains of the dam are at the southern 
end of Kvernavatnet lake. The water was 
regulated by sluice gates made from logs. 
The Vestvegen trail ends at Gauksheim (21). 
Gauksheim is first mentioned in written 
sources in 1590. Today, the majority of 
houses in Gauksheim are used as summer 
homes.

Communications
• Ferry connection from Krokeide to
  Hufthamar (35 min.) 
• Express boat from Bergen to Hufthamar 
  (50 min.) 
• Ferry from Husavik to Sandvikvåg (25 min.) 
• Road from Hufthamar to Selbjørn
  (25 min.) 
• Navigational chart no. 21

• Show respect and consideration for our natural and

  cultural heritage.

• Always respect plants, animals and birds.

• The wild sheep need quiet during the lambing

  season in April and May. 

• Dogs must be kept on a leash.

• The mounds on Kongsen hill are protected by law.

Public rights of way apply on 
outlying land. It is permitted to:
• Walk or ski
• Picnic and camp overnight
• Ride or cycle on paths and roads
• Swim, canoe/kayak, row and use sailing 
  boats
• Pick berries, mushrooms and flowers
• Fish for saltwater fish free of charge

For more information: 
Austevoll Municipality 
Tel.: +47 56 18 03 00
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Sheepfold for gathering the wild sheep at Hotvik
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